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1985 : A new musical adaptation of Victor Hugo’s novel
“Les Miserables” has been jointly produced by the Royal
Shakespeare Company and Cameron Mackintosh. The
production has moved from the RSC’s Barbican home
after its limited season, to the Palace Theatre in
Shaftesbury Avenue.
There has been some controversy over this show, as it is
not felt appropriate that a commercial manager should be
able to profit from a production where at least some of
the original investment has come from the public purse
via a grant to a subsidised theatre. However, it is felt that
these concerns are academic.
The “experts” are
convinced Cameron Mackintosh, far from making a
profit, will end up losing a fortune. The critics have
roundly condemned the show as over long and dreary. It
has been nicknamed “The Glums”, and they are predicting
a very short run.
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1985: Harold Fielding’s production of “Charlie Girl”
twenty years ago is something of a legend. Starring Anna
Neagle and Joe Brown it opened to what were described
as the “worst notices since Judas Iscariot”. The critics
unanimously damned it, and it went on to run for 2,202
triumphant performances.
Cameron Mackintosh’s
production of “Les Miserables” has not been quite so
savaged, but the critical “experts” have all predicted a
short run. The advance bookings at the Palace and the
public enthusiasm suggest that, once again, a theatre
impresario knows better than the critics!
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1985: Sir Michael Redgrave, who has died at the age of 77, was a
teacher of modern languages before he decided to try his hand at
professional theatre, starting with Liverpool Rep in 1934. In 1936 he
joined the Old Vic, interrupting his career to serve in the Royal Navy
and make some wartime films. In 1947 he was nominated for an Oscar
in “Mourning Becomes Electra”. By 1949 he was a fully fledged
member of the remarkable team of actors who dominated British
theatre at that time. His “Hamlet” (1949) and “Richard II” (1951)
singled him out for his quiet, sensitive and intellectual style of
performing.
He successfully juggled a career in films, theatre and as an author, and
was knighted in 1959. Three years later he was appointed Director of
the Yvonne Arnaud Theatre, Guildford, and then joined Olivier’s
Chichester Festival season for a much praised “Uncle Vanya”. In 1974
he joined the elite few who have theatres named after them - the
Redgrave Theatre opened in Farnham. His children, Vanessa, Corin
and Lynn all followed him in acting careers.

1985: A group of crusading amateur actors has once again been
responsible for galvanising the powers that be into creating a new
theatre. The latest such venture is the Stag Theatre in Sevenoaks, Kent,
where a 1936 cinema in the town centre has undergone a conversion
enabling it to be used for live theatre.
The main funding has come from Sevenoaks District Council, but the
local amateur drama companies themselves have raised a great deal of
money towards the conversion.

